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Welcome to Opentree 2022.1
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of the leading document management software
- Opentree 2022.1, part of the Graitec Advance suite.
GRAITEC has continuously strived to provide first-rate advancements for innovative software
solutions to its valued customers, and the recent launch of its new and upgraded product range for
2022.1 is no exception, proving they are still top of their game in terms of providing top-level
Construction, AEC and Building Design software solutions worldwide.

This point release is focused on giving you the ability to configure the system to address your specific
naming conventions, version series and workflows. At the same time delivering a much-improved user
experience when processing multiple documents, along with a host of product enhancing updates.
This document aims to highlight those updates and introduce you to Opentree 2022.1.
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Workflow Configuration

Opentree 2022.1 delivers the ability for the user to configure workflows for themselves, rather than
relying on Opentree support to configure their workflows for them.
As well as creating workflows and stages, users are required to add tasks to each stage, therefore
controlling which tasks can be performed by the users at each stage. For example, a user may create
a stage named “Draft” and assign the Check Out task in order that a file can be edited at that stage.
Whereas for an “Approved” stage, they may add the Revise task instead.
There are two types of tasks, system, and workflow tasks. The main difference is that workflow tasks
result in the document progressing through the workflow, i.e., the document’s stage is updated.
For the Review workflow task, users are required to provide additional information regarding the
linked text which may be configured in their templates (i.e., if they wish to populate a drawing’s title
block with the checker’s initials for example).
Opentree 2022.1 also introduces a new way of configuring the CDE integrations, allowing the user to
configure as many integrations as they require and then simply assign them to the relevant folders.
For example, the user may configure a local SharePoint integration for their business documentation
and a second integration to upload the relevant project documentation into their client’s BIM 360 Docs
environment.
Note: As with previous releases all other configuration (i.e., folder types, intents, and templates etc.)
are still configured via the Administrator module.
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Tasks Pane

Opentree 2022.1 delivers a much-improved user experience when processing multiple documents,
especially when user interaction is required. For example, when checking out multiple drawings with
references, the user is no longer prompted to decide on whether to copy or check out the references
for each drawing. The drawings are treated as a batch and as such the user is only prompted once
and their response is applied to all the drawings being checked out.
In addition, completed review tasks no longer require the user to accept the task before the document
can be further actioned (i.e., the document no longer appears to be “locked”).
Note: Following a Check Out, Check In tasks are no longer created in the tasks pane. This is to
prevent the task pane from becoming full of check in tasks, allowing the task pane to focus on tasks
which require a user’s immediate attention, such as review tasks. Therefore, a “Checked Out” button
has been added to the ribbon bar, which runs a predefined search and lists all your checked out
documents.
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Check Out with References

Opentree 2022.1 will now prompt the user when checking out a drawing with superseded references,
as to whether they wish to resolve the superseded references to the latest versions. Regardless of the
user’s decision, they will still be prompted as to whether they wish to copy or check out the drawing’s
references.
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Replace

Opentree 2022.1 allows a user to replace a document with a file on their local PC or network.
Replace, like any other task, needs to be configured against the appropriate stages. For example, the
user may choose to allow Replace when the document is in a “Draft” stage, but not if it is in an
“Approved” stage. Ensuring the user revises the document before they replace it.
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Review and Markup

Opentree 2022.1 allows for multiple documents to be reviewed as a single task and the document
review history has been restructured, resulting in a much-improved user experience.
A text control has also been added to the markup toolbar, enabling the user to change the font, size,
and color of the text.

And finally, the word Rejected is now appended to the end of a rejected document’s stage, for
example “Draft (Rejected)”.
Note: The chronological order of the review history has been reversed, i.e., most recent first. This
change has also been made to the document history pane.
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Revise

In Opentree 2022.1 the user has the option configure the Revise task to prompt the user and allow
them to select the next revision and/or version. If configured, this update will allow a user to select
multiple documents and revise them all at the same time to a revision of their choosing, rather than
the system automatically revising them to the next sequential revision.
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Superseded

In the View tab of the ribbon bar, a Show Superseded option has been added. When selected any
superseded documents are listed alongside the latest versions. The superseded documents appear in
grey, and their list of available tasks is limited to View Attached, Copy, Copy Out, Export and
Reinstate.
This option is available when viewing documents in both a folder and as a result of a search. And in
both cases, the superseded documents can be previewed in the preview pane.
Also, in the References tab of the ribbon bar, any superseded references are shown in grey.
Indicating to the user that the document is not referencing the latest versions of those references.
Note: Like all document tasks, the new Reinstate task needs to be configured against the appropriate
stages. For example, you may decide that superseded documents at a “Client Rejected” stage should
not be easily reinstated.
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Search

In Opentree 2022.1 a search for deleted folders will respect the All Subfolders option and return
deleted subfolders, i.e. it is no longer restricted to only returning deleted folders within the current
folder.
Note: When searching, All SubFolders is now the default option, not "Current Folder" as it was in the
previous release.
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User Interface

Finally, Opentree 2022.1 also delivers several user interface updates, these are as follows.
The user now has the ability to free type the sequence number when creating a document, i.e., the
user is no longer tied to just using the plus and minus buttons.
The document list view can now be sorted by simply clicking the desired column header.
On the ribbon bar, Email Link has been added to the Clipboard section of the Home tab. On clicking
this button, an email containing hyperlinks to the selected documents is created.
When populating keywords, the up and down arrow keys now move between the list items in a
dropdown and tab moves between keywords as expected.
Under Current View in the View tab of the ribbon bar, Editor and Editor Date have been added to the
list of available columns.
Note: There is now an Allow Document Creation option when creating and editing a folder, this
controls whether users can create documents in that folder.
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